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These are the second-narrowest 

wheels in the Düroc quintet, with a 

well-balanced ride, excellent tyre 

security and comprehensive spares 

package. The 31mm width works 

great with 2.5 to 2.6in tyres, and the 

extra ‘lock’ of the humped rim means 

you can run narrower 2.8 to 3.0in 

rubber without any worry of burping. 

SUNringlé supply the STR rims 

pre-taped, with valves and sealant in 

the box. Wheelsmith double-butted 

spokes give a good balance of float, 

precision and power delivery, and 

you get brass nipples for easy 

adjustment. Our year-old set of 

Düroc 40s is ready for new bearings 

and the freehub is a bit scarred, but 

otherwise they’re still enjoyably lively 

daily drivers. Long-term multi-bike 

versatility is boosted by the inclusion 

of a full set of axle adapters and an 

XD freehub body. 

www.hotlines-uk.com

Flow rims have been a tubeless-

ready trail benchmark for years and 

the latest version has a buoyant, 

wider-tyre-compatible ride. Stan’s 

started the tubeless conversion 

revolution and the MK3s come fitted 

with their signature custard-yellow 

tape and with valves included, ready 

for an easy pop into place. The tiny 

‘Bead Socket’ lip on the rim makes 

for a seal that’s trustworthy down to 

super-low pressures. On the trail, the 

32 J-bend Sapim Force spokes and 

shallow ‘WideRight’ rim profile give  

a smooth, shock-absorbing ride,  

but the wheels still track accurately. 

We’ve ridden them for months 

without obvious denting, wobbling  

or de-tensioning too. Engagement of 

the four-pawl Neo hub is slightly slow 

and the splines scar over time, but 

the previously loose end-caps are 

now properly secure. 

www.paligap.cc

Superstar’s wheels have always 

been top value, but these are proper 

premium performers too. The 

Alpine30 rims are asymmetric to 

reduce the offset of the 32 ultra-

butted Sapim Laser spokes, and the 

pre-taped ‘LockR’ profile means 

tyres pop easily and securely into 

place. Built by hand, the wheels track 

precisely but have enough give to let 

you carry speed and avoid trouble on 

long rocky descents. We’ve not had 

any ding or burp issues, and 

top-quality SKF bearings underwrite 

long-term smoothness. The instant- 

reaction Electro rear hub offsets the 

relatively high weight of the wheel 

when it comes to snapping back up 

to speed. Considering the quality, 

the price is excellent, and Superstar 

include a two-year warranty, a crash 

replacement scheme and free spoke 

re-tensioning for life. 

www.superstarcomponents.com

SUNringlé Düroc 35 £539.98

Stan’s NoTubes Flow MK3 £520

Superstar Electro Alpine30 Trail £399.99
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Weight 880g+980g= 1,860g

Width 31mm/34mm

Freehub lag 10°

Sizes 650b, 29in

Weight 870g+1,000g= 1,870g

Width 28mm/31mm

Freehub lag 10°

Sizes 26in, 650b, 29in

Weight 910g+1,020g= 1,930g

Width 29mm/35mm

Freehub lag 3°

Sizes 26in, 650b, 29in

Halo’s updated Vapour wheels are 

a fast-reacting, bigger-tyre-friendly 

bargain. We were impressed by the 

performance of last year’s test set,  

but not by the easy-to-lose end caps.  

Thankfully, Halo have now improved 

the O-ring-retained front axle 

adapters so that they’re much more 

secure. The rear ones are screw-on 

now too. That aside, the non-welded 

but eyeleted rims are acceptably stiff 

and strong, and the build, with 32 

double-butted spokes, is sound 

enough to handle a whole lot of 

turn-slapping without worry. They 

come pre-taped (valves are extra) 

and hold low pressures well. You’ve 

got the option of Halo’s fast-reacting 

MT Supadrive rear hub (as specced 

here) or the slower but ultra-reliable 

MT 6Drive for £45 to £55 less. 

‘Stealth’ rims with subtler logos  

are available too.

www.ison-distribution.com

Halo Vapour 35 27.5” £370

Weight 930g+1,020g= 1,950g

Width 29.5mm/34.5mm

Freehub lag 3°

Sizes 650b, 29in


